
ESP Thinking about… 
Decide-Act-Sleep 
Hello again from ESP headquarters.  This is the third “ESP Thinking about…” update that will 
take the mystery out of why you forget what you want to remember and what you can do to 
prevent this during an exam.  Research in brain science shows that memory is dependent on 
preventing forgetting.  Preventing forgetting is complicated because forgetting is what our 
brains are designed to do naturally.  Forgetting prevents information overload and it occurs 
during sleep through a process called pruning.  Fortunately, we have a second process when we 
are asleep for preventing forgetting information that is valuable.   

• It is important to keep in mind that forgetting and remembering are managed while you are 
asleep.   

• All of your waking hours need to be spent preparing your brain to prune only what you 
don’t want to keep. 

• The most effective use of study time prepares your brain to selectively manage both 
forgetting and remembering as you sleep.   

 
Until the discoveries in sleep research over the last decade, we had been under the impression 
that learning was occurring only during the study activity itself.  If you have studied for an hour 
or listened to a lecture for an hour, it was assumed that what you learned will occur in that 
hour.  If you could not remember enough the next day (or later that evening), you read it again 
or watched a video in an attempt to refresh your learning.  The unfortunate point here is that 
your estimate of what you are learning will always be flawed.   

• The learning you want to achieve can only happen when you are asleep (literally 
unconscious) and not aware.  Dreaming is not awareness. 

• Fortunately, you can “hack” your brain while you study to increase learning! 
• Decide-act-sleep is a memory hack that works every time because your brain is built to work 

that way. 
 
Decide-act-sleep is an abbreviated slogan that reminds you to first make decisions, then act on 
the decisions, and then get the sleep you need to consolidate the learning.    
1. Decide on what you need to do to organize the material you are trying to learn.  Remember 

the example from the last ESP newsletter of the file case that you need during the exam?   
2. Actively organize that file case, usually with a concept map, so that it contains all of the 

information you want to include from lectures, videos, etc.  Don’t simply look at it, do it. 
3. Develop sleep habits that allow from 6-8 hours of sleep. 

 
An example of the decision process would be dividing up the material in the way an outline 
divides topics into categories and groups.  Whenever you group facts into a category or break a 
category apart into facts and concepts, you are making decisions.  This requires you to identify 



the categories for yourself.  Try it with notes from a course you have had, a chapter from the 
SuccessTypes book, or your MCAT study materials. 
 
Action involves motor output from the brain.  You can draw it, or say it, or say it and draw it at 
the same time.  Just don’t sit and look at it!  Action is critically important because it produces 
feedback and feedback automatically produces emotion.  A concept map that you can use to 
study for an exam produces an emotion (because it’s useful), and so does a map with an error 
you have to fix (because it got fixed).  Also, speaking either your concept map or study notes 
will either sound right or not.  All of these outcomes produce emotion and emotion is the hack!   
 
Sleeping needs to be long enough to experience enough deep sleep early and enough REM 
sleep late.  In deep sleep you replay events from that day and you only consolidate facts and 
details that are made important by emotion.  If emotion isn’t connected, normal forgetting 
takes place and, in effect, you never studied it.  In REM sleep, the facts and details are 
connected and integrated.  This step is critical for medical school exams. 
 
Now it’s time for you to put this into practice.  Next time I’ll talk to you about why students 
with the growth mindset always do better than those with the fixed mindset.  Until next time, 
stay human!   
 
Questions and comments are always welcome!   
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